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Welcome to our May
newsletter!
B A C K  T O  O U R  R E G U L A R L Y  S C H E D U L E D

N E W S L E T T E R  

I hope everyone enjoyed their Memorial Day weekend and didn't suffer 

 too badly from the high winds that rolled through. We want to thank

everyone who agreed to train by candlelight until the power at the dojo

came back on that weekend. 

This month I write about how to properly use kamae, Alex writes about

omote and ura, and we have a video discussing the koshi sanpo.  Enjoy!    

-Rob
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This Month's Spotlight
T H E  N A T U R E  O F  K A M A E

Unironically, kamae is the foundation of our

taijutsu in many ways. Often, we are

instructed to “take kamae” or “fall into

kamae” and we assume the appropriate

posture according to the command. In

Bujinkan budo taijutsu, kamae refers to more

than how we stand. It takes into account our

position, state of mind, and needs for the

given situation.

When I speak of position, I am considering

both the posture of the body and the spatial

relationships to people and objects created by

the posture. Our limbs and body simply form

the frame for our actions. The reason behind

placing ourselves in a specific kamae before

taking an action is to help ensure that we are

moving from a sound place, a solid physical

foundation. This orientation is meant to

optimize our actions whether they be

defensive, combative, or passive. We don’t

want to get in our own way or set ourselves up

for failure. Often, this stance is meant to  

represent a ‘snapshot in time’ or a space we

move through. It isn’t always intended to be

considered a ‘ready position’ outside of

training. This disposition takes into account

elements of korai dori (often translated as

using one’s environment to their advantage)

and may even bring forth the varying aspects

of kyo jutsu (often translated as the art of

truth and falsehood) one performs when

dealing with an advisory. The different ryuha
within our art manifest kamae in many

different ways. My favorite example of this is

found in Shinden Fudo Ryu Daken Taijutsu,

where we find only shizen no kamae (natural

posture/attitude).

The physical relationships formed outside

one’s self establish one set of properties while

the way one carries themself is imbued with

others. Aside from the outward pose, there are

convictions attached to our orientation. This

frame of mind is one factor that makes

kamae more than a simple fighting stance.



This attitude further shapes each stance

creating a mind-body connection that is

supposed to prepare the budoka for the task

at hand. Taking a consistent kamae before
repeating an action helps bond the action and

frame of mind to it. This is another layer to

training that is basically a method of habit

building that should lead to better

compatibility between one’s positioning and

actions to better suit their needs.

This third aspect is a culmination of the

previous two.  The principle being that when

one's mind and body are in concordance with

each other that one will naturally take or fall

into the best kamae for the given situation.

 The hope being, less thought needs to be put

into these things the more one practices them.

 One might look at the godan test as the

pinnacle of this being manifested against an

unseen threat.

Going forward with your training and daily

life try to keep these principles in mind. Your

posturing may give you insights into your

state of mind and paying attention to these

details in others will help you better read

their intentions. Applying these concepts

should also improve the quality of your

training time along with techniques.

我慢強い

Gamanzuyoi

The Nature of Kamae (cont.)



Japanese Language
C A T C H  Y A ’  O N  T H E  F L I P S I D E

“Ura” items don’t seem to get as much attention as their “omote” counterparts do. While omote
gets the limelight with meanings including “surface”, “visible face of an object”, and “right/correct

side”, ura takes the less desirable attributes like “bottom”, “contrary”, and “behind the scenes.”

Although two sides of the same coin, ura can never catch a break. When playing heads or tails

(omete ka ura ka), no matter how many times you flip that coin, ura (the underside/hidden part

of the coin) will always be on the bottom, even when tails/ura lands face-up! The words and

phrases it is used in don’t tend to do it many favors either. In Japanese, the word “traitor” literally

is “someone who stabs in the back” and “bribe” is “hidden/undersided gold”.

Both inside and outside of the dojo, omote usually leads the charge with ura coming up behind.

In the Kihon Gata, we start with and focus on two omote techniques (Omote Gyaku and Omote
Gyaku Tsuki) before getting to Ura Gyaku. We practice the "Omote" San Shin as white belts and

only later pick up the Ura San Shin. For all you sports fans, omote and ura are also used to refer

to the top and bottom of baseball innings.

But ura isn’t all bad! It is the proof required to back up an argument or theory; the behind-the-

scenes work done in theater; the place where you’ll find the optimism and opportunity in any

bad situation. In different ryuuha, there are the publicly displayable and commonly-taught

Omote Kata, but the Ura Gata are kept out of sight until students are fully indoctrinated and

show themself ready. Most famously, it is the theme of the masterful work 神奈川沖浪裏

(Kanagawa Nami Ura). While the English title is “The Great Wave off Kanagawa” it could literally

be “Under(side of) the Wave off Kanagawa”. The artist isn’t focusing on the upper portion of the

wave, but the dangerous interior where groups of hapless boats are waiting out the ride. 

我々の中に裏切り者がいる。

彼は裏⾦をもらいました。 

不幸の裏には幸いあり。

(Wareware no naka ni uragirimono ga iru.) “We have a traitor among us.” 

 (Kare ha uragane wo moraimashita.) “He got paid under the table.”

 (Fukou no ura niwa saiwai ari.) “Every cloud has a silver lining.”



This Month's Video
N O T  H O W  I T ' S  T R A D I T I O N A L L Y  D O N E

This month's video is the third in a series

we have planned to describe some of

the training in the dojo as well as offer

some footage of it taking place.  These

will be light-hearted, with the intention

to offer a better context to some of the

techniques, kata, and other methods of

training that we perform.  This month's

video lightly touches on the koshi sanpo

(a system of utilizing kamae designed to

safely receive combative techniques)

and why we perform it the way we do

here at Gaman Dojo.

https://youtu.be/dIgCGyAXp9g


News & Events
S O M E  T H I N G S  W O R T H  S H A R I N G

Upcoming Events:

Group Classes For Active Members: Sundays 11AM

Nagato Sensei in Dayton, OH: Oct 8-10

Noguchi Sensei in Las Vegas, NA: Date TBD

Sensei Luke Molitor in Chicago, IL: Date TBD

I wanted to add a small section where  I can recommend different books, podcasts, and media to help

enrich our collective experience.  This month I thought I'd recommend a rather affordable book that I

think offers a greater context to our art in general.  This book offers several interesting stories about

Takamatsu sensei, some of Hatsumi sensei's perspectives on training, and a look into the rich history of

the different ryuha found in the Bujinkan.   Find the book here

Media Corner

https://amzn.to/3g8Wq3U

